We consider fractional derivatives of a Colombeau generalized stochastic process G defined on R n . We first introduce the Caputo fractional derivative of a one-dimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic process and then generalize the procedure to the Caputo partial fractional derivatives of a multidimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic process. To do so, the Colombeau generalized stochastic process G has to have a compact support. We prove that an arbitrary Caputo partial fractional derivative of a compactly supported Colombeau generalized stochastic process is a Colombeau generalized stochastic process itself, but not necessarily with a compact support.
Introduction
Fractional calculus is a generalization of ordinary differentiation and integration to arbitrary non-integer order. The subject is as old as the differential calculus and goes back to the beginning of the theory of differential calculus. Nevertheless, the application of fractional calculus emerged in the last two decades. The fractional derivative concept is successfully c 2013 Diogenes Co., Sofia pp. 949-961 , DOI: 10.2478/s13540-013-0058-z used for modeling phenomena that appear very often in applications, especially in physics, meteorology, climatology, hydrology, geophysics, economy. For more about fractional derivatives in general we refer to [5] , [13] and [17] . Fractional processes have also witnessed an increasing development in the last decade. For instance, they are convenient for describing the long memory properties of many time series. For more about fractional processes we refer, for instance, to [1] , [4] and [8] .
The theory of Colombeau generalized functions is developed to make possible studying some nonlinear differential equations that can not be treated neither classically (there is no classical solution) nor in distributional sense (nonlinear problems include the multiplication and the multiplication of distribution is not well defined). For the Colombeau theory in general we refer, for example, to [2] , [3] , [6] and [9] . Similarly, Colombeau generalized stochastic process are introduced to make considering some nonlinear stochastic problems possible. For more about Colombeau generalized stochastic processes we refer to [7] , [10] , [11] and [12] .
The fractional derivatives of a one-dimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic processes defined on [0, ∞) were introduced in [14] . In that paper, the Caputo α-th fractional derivative and the regularized Caputo α-th fractional derivative of a Colombeau generalized stochastic process on [0, ∞) are introduced for any α > 0 and it is proved that the first one is a so-called C 0 -Colombeau generalized stochastic processes and that the second one is a Colombeau generalized stochastic process itself. Some other approaches are given in [15] and [16] .
In this paper we consider fractional derivatives of a Colombeau generalized stochastic process G(x) defined on the entire R n . We start with the Caputo fractional derivative of a one-dimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic process and then generalize the procedure to the Caputo partial fractional derivatives of a multidimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic process. To do so, the Colombeau generalized stochastic process G has to have a compact support. We prove that an arbitrary Caputo partial fractional derivative of a compactly supported Colombeau generalized stochastic process is a Colombeau generalized stochastic process itself, but not necessarily with a compact support.
The paper is organized as follows. After the introductory part, in the second section we give some basic preliminaries such as notation and definitions of the objects we shall work with. We also introduce space of Colombeau generalized stochastic processes within which we shall later define Caputo fractional derivatives of Colombeau generalized stochastic processes. In the third section we introduce the Caputo fractional derivative of a one-dimensional compactly supported Colombeau generalized stochastic process G defined on R and we prove that it is also a Colombeau generalized stochastic process. In the fourth section we generalize the procedure from the previous section and introduce Caputo partial fractional derivatives of a compactly supported multidimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic process as a natural generalization of the one-dimensional case. We give an assertion that all Caputo partial fractional derivatives of a compactly supported Colombeau generalized stochastic process G defined on R n are Colombeau generalized stochastic processes themselves that we have previously proved in the two-dimensional case.
Preliminaries
Let (Ω, Σ, μ) be a probability space. Generalized stochastic process on R d is a weakly measurable mapping X : Ω → D (R d ). We denote by
It is a generalized Gaussian process with mean zero and variance
A net ϕ ε of mollifiers given by
is called a nonnegative model delta net.
Smoothed white noise process on R d is defined aṡ
whereẆ is white noise process on R d and ϕ ε is a nonnegative model delta net. We now give the relation between white noise process and Wiener process on R d , both viewed as generalized stochastic processes. sign(x j )κ(x, y).
and that (x, ω) → W (x, ω) has a version with almost surely continuous paths which is called a (generalized) Wiener process on R d . It is well known thatẆ
At the end of this section, we introduce the Colombeau generalized stochastic processes.
Denote by E(R n ) the space of all mappings G :
, with the property that for every compact set K ⊂ R n and for all α ∈ N n 0 there exist constants N, C > 0 and ε 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that
, with the property that for every compact set K ⊂ R n and for all α ∈ N n 0 and a ∈ R there exist constants C > 0 and ε 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that
We say that ∂ α G ε L ∞ is negligible.
Spaces E M (R n ) and N (R n ) are algebras and N (R n ) is an ideal of E M (R n ). The factor algebra
is the algebra of Colombeau generalized functions. The elements of G(R n ) will be denoted by G = [G ε ], where G ε is a representative of the class. Definition 2.1. A Colombeau generalized stochastic process on a probability space (Ω, Σ, μ) is a mapping U : Ω → G(R n ) such that there exists a functionŨ : (0, 1) × R n × Ω → R with the following properties:
(1) For fixed ε ∈ (0, 1), (x, ω) →Ũ (ε, x, ω) is jointly measurable in R n × Ω.
(2) ε →Ũ (ε, ·, ω) belongs to E M (R n ), for all ε ∈ (0, 1) and almost all ω ∈ Ω, and it is a representative of U .
By G Ω (R n ) we denote the algebra of Colombeau generalized stochastic processes on Ω. This is the factor algebra
where E Ω M (R n ) is the space of moderate stochastic processes and N Ω (R n ) is the space of negligible processes.
In the sequel the variable ε will be written as a subindex and U ε will always denote a representative of U .
Both, Brownian motion and white noise can be viewed as Colombeau generalized stochastic processes. It follows from the usual imbedding arguments of Colombeau theory (see [9] ). For instance, white noise has the representatives given by (2.1).
Fractional derivatives of one-dimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic processes
In this section we introduce the Caputo α-th fractional derivative of a one-dimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic process G by using the usual Caputo definition of fractional derivative, but now in the framework of algebra of Colombeau generalized stochastic processes. To do so, the Colombeau generalized stochastic process has to have a compact support. The support of a Colombeau generalized stochastic process G is the complement of the largest open setK ⊂ R such that G = 0 onK. 
(3.1)
Remark 3.1. The restriction to compactly supported stochastic processes in the definition is taken in order to have the integral in (3.1) convergent. One can also use, for instance, the well known cut-off method instead of using the compactness condition but here we choose the more general case.
which is simply obtained by using a change of variables. Therefore, the following holds
for p = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1 < α < m, m ∈ N.
Lemma 3.1. Let G ε (x) be a compactly supported representative of a Colombeau generalized stochastic process G(x) ∈ G Ω (R). Then, for every
P r o o f. Fix ω ∈ Ω and ε ∈ (0, 1). First, note that for α ∈ N, c D α G ε (x) is the usual derivative of order α of G ε (x) and since G ε ∈ E Ω M (R) the assertion immediately follows. Now, consider the case when m − 1 < α < m, m ∈ N. Let K be an arbitrary compact set in R and denote by K 1 compact support of G
has a moderate bound. Therefore, sup
for every α > 0.
A moderate bound for an arbitrary order derivative follows from
where K in an arbitrary compact set, K 1 is a compact support of G (m+p) ε (x) and C K is a constant depending on K. As above, one can easily show that 
P r o o f. Fix ω ∈ Ω and ε ∈ (0, 1). First, note that for α ∈ N, c D α G 1ε (x) and c D α G 2ε (x) are the usual derivatives of order α and since they represent the same Colombeau generalized stochastic process G(x) ∈ G Ω (R) it follows that c D α G 1ε (x) − c D α G 2ε (x) ∈ N Ω (R) and the assertion follows. Now, consider the case when m − 1 < α < m, m ∈ N. Then, for arbitrary compact K ⊂ R and for K 1 being a compact set containing supports of both representatives G 1ε and G 2ε , similarly as in the proof of the previous lemma, we have
where C K is a constant depending on K. Since G 1ε (x) and G 2ε (x) are the representatives of the same Colombeau generalized stochastic process G(x) it follows that G
can be estimated in the similar way as in the previous lemma. 2
After proving the previous two lemmas, we are now in the position to introduce the Caputo α-th fractional derivative of a compactly supported Colombeau generalized stochastic process on R.
Partial fractional derivatives of multidimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic processes
In the previous section we considered the fractional derivatives of a onedimensional compactly supported Colombeau generalized stochastic process. Here we study the multidimensional case. Let us start with the definition of Caputo partial fractional derivatives of a compactly supported twodimensional Colombeau generalized stochastic process, G(t, x) ∈ G Ω (R 2 ), as a natural generalization of the Caputo fractional derivative of a onedimensional process. 1) The Caputo α-th fractional derivative of G ε (t, x) with respect to x, in notation c D α x G ε (t, x), α > 0, is defined by
Theorem 4.2. Let G ∈ G Ω (R n ) be a compactly supported Colombeau generalized stochastic process. All Caputo partial fractional derivatives of G are well defined Colombeau generalized stochastic processes, i.e., elements of G Ω (R n ).
